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This paper addresses .threa questions typically neglected by proponent6 of 
asset/l iabillty nanagenent. First. from a nanageaent perspective. uhich 
focuses on GRRP and statutory aeasur66 of profitability end net uorth, 16 
aa6et/llablllty rranageaenf uorthuhile? Second, does a conpany*s balance sheet 
fully reflect the assets and llabllltls6 that should bs nanaged? Third. what 
risk6 should be the focus of a66et/ltability nanagenent? 

The paper makes three principal argumnts. First, asset/liablllty nanageaent 
contribute6 to a conpany’s surplus grouth. uhether neasurad by GRAP. statutory. 
or eoononlc criteria. Second. as6et/llabillty aanagenent should explicitly 
take into account a company’s franchise value -- the value of expected profit 
fron future business. Third. as6et/liablllty nanagerrsnt nust deal uith more 
than just interest rats risk, more than just bonds, and more than a given set 
of llabilitles. It’s aio should be to assist nanagenent In designing their 
company’s balance sheet. vieued a6 a portfolio of interdependent risks. 60 a6 
to na)rlnize the company’s achievable rate of surplus pro&h. 
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and research nethods et the Uharton School, at Uesleyan University. and the 
University of Ioua. Ha holds a Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania. 
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In late 1973 the Federal Reserve abandoned its policy of pegging interest 

rates and began Instead to focus on monetary pro&h end exchange rates. The 

resulting increase in interest rate volatility Is easily seen In Exhibit 1. 

uhich diSplay6 the one-month tota]. return (accrued interest plus capital gains 

or loeses~ on ten-year treaeurles. The market value of ten-year bonds has 

fallen by a6 Ruth a6 six to eight percent in a einple no&h. and daily gein6 or 

losses approaching two percent are nou cowon. 

Since insurers’ profits depend directly upon the rates of return et uhlch 

they inveet preniun receipts. ruch increased volatility ha6 node Insurance a 

financially more risky buaineee. Uhen interest rates uere stable. sound 

underwriting practices uere the principal guarantee of profltsblllty. 8ut 

today’s volatile interest rates threaten future profitability because en 

insurer can no longer be certain of investing preniun dollars at the rate It 

anticipated uhsn It priced its product. This problem ie eapscie11y CrItiCal in 

coaaerciel lines. where lnvsstnent incoua Is et111 the principal. collrponsnt of 

overall profitability. 

To reduce their exposure to such flnenclal rick. come insurers have 

adopted a set of strategies end procedures knoun a6 asest/lisbilitv. 

But the vast literature produced by proponents of a66et/liabl~ity RanaDeRent 

has. In ny vleu. neglected several fundanentel questions that I shell address 

here. first. from a eenegenent perspective. Is e6eet/llability nenegenent 

uorthuhile? Second, uhrrt asset6 and liabilities should be rraneged? Third. 

uhat rleke ehould be the focus of eeset/liebllity nanagenent? fle the title of 

my paper inpliee, I ehail conclude that both conceptually and practically. 

asset/liability nenagslsent pertalne to more than just fnterset rate risk. To 

meks this ergunent persuasive to as broad en audience as poeelble. I shall 

deliberately be nontechnical. 
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J. FROM mFCTIVE.IS 

Hietorically, property-casualty insurer6 have operated es If underwriting 

and inveetnent uwe relatively independent activities. The aeeence of 

aseet/liablllty nenapement lies in coordinating these tuo activities to reduce 

the overall risk exposure of the firm. Such coordination is cost-ly end 

Inconvenient: it requires staff. training. eoftuere. and executive time. end It 

neceosarlly reduce6 the eutonony of the individuals end d6partaents concerned. 

It 16 therefore quite reasonable for asnior managers to ask uhether ths 

prQSpOCtiV6 benefits of e666t/liabi~lty management outueigh the CO6t6 Of such a 

program. 

The affirmative ansuer noet frequently offered by proponent6 of 

eeset/liabi~lty nanagsnent rests upon a premlss that senior menagsrs typically 

do not share. neWly, that a company’5 net worth or surplus is best meesured by 

the economic value of the conpany’s balance sheet. defined a6 the nerkst value 

of its assets less tha present value of its liabilities. discounted at market 

yields. In this view. the present value of ~iebl~itias indicates ths market 

value of eseete needed to fund currently known or estinetad future cash 

OUtflOU6. For exemple. when Interest rates are low. more market-valued assets 

are required to pay off a given set of future liability cash floue than uhsn 

rates are high. Net worth 1s therefore the difference between the 

market-valued assets owed by tha conpany and those it n65d6 to fund its 

llabiliti66. Changes in interest rates alter both of these narket values. 

e6eence of asset/liability nanagement consists in coordlnatinn the conpoeit 

of assets end liabilities 60 that the difference between these tuo market 

The 

Ion 

values aither rennin6 conetabt when interast rates charge or 6166 16 subjact to 

a planned degree of exposure,to risk. From thle perspective. the net worth of 
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a conpany is affected both by capital pains or losses in its bond (and equity) 

portfolio, whether realized or not. as uell ae by the corresponding inplicit 

capital losses or gains in the market value of its liabfllties. 

flanaqors. by contrast, are accustoned to viewing their cocspany’s 

perfornance and net worth in terns of GASP or statutory accounting naasures. 

both of which permit bonds to bs carried on the company’s balance shoot at 

their anortlzed book value. Since book value and market value coincide uhen 

the bond matures, and since most insurers hold their bonds to naturity. 

nanwers tend to consider unrealized capital Gains or losses as relatively 

uninportant , although at tines quite inconvenient. Furthsrnors. conventional 

accounting requires that liabilities be reported at their noninal values, and 

recognizes investment incone only as it is -accrued. This effectively conceals 

changes both in the anount of assets required and in the assets available to 

pay off 1Labilities. 

Uhen interest rates were lou and stable, these differences between 

scononic and accounting neaeures of nat worth and return on equity wera 

insiqnlf icant. Gut higher rates and increased rate volatility created a 

substantial pap betueen then. Even thou& hipher rates forced nansgers to 

price their business based on narket rates of invsstaent return. conventional 

accounting still conceals fron then the econonlc consequences for their 

conpanies of the highly volatile prices and yields typical of today’s financial 

aarket. Conventional accounting thus predisposes managers to view their 

business in a way that obscures the financial risks that appear so evident to 

proponent6 of’aoset/ll&illty nanagenent. Given these diverpent points of 

view. hou can the proponents of asset/liability nanapenent state their case in 

a uay that is permissive to the senior nanspers of their companies? 

The answer -- or at least one answer -- consists in denonstratinp to 
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aanaqers the w consequences of risk for their company. This answer 

assumes that nanapers con agree on three essential premises. The first is that 

the corporate objective is to naxinite its capital prowth rate, by which I moon 

its lonp-run return on equity, the rate of prowth of its net worth or surplus. 

The second is that the corporate return on equity will fluctuate from one year 

to the next in response to ChOnpes in interest rates, as well as chanpes in 

loss ratios. expense ratios, and the like. For example, even from a GfW or 

statutory point of vi&w, the investnant incone received on new cash will change 

with interest rates. Third, the low-run rate of return on equity will be 

approximately the saae &ether it is naasured on a GRW, statutory, or econonic 

basis. Olthouph each uill produce different aeosures of return for a piven 

year. over a series of years the timit?Q differences that render then 

distinctive will gradually disappear, so that they converpe to a sinple overall 

rote of growth. 

Given these premises. the worth of asset/liability manaQenent can be 

denonstrated either nathenatically or, as I’ve chosen here, in the torn of the 

follouing story about two insurance conpanies. The unofficial motto of the 

Reckless Company. was “No risk, no reward.” By taking on considerable risk, it 

uas able to reap the reward of o high averaqe return on equity. Risk had its 

cost, of course, in on econonic return that fl,uctuated narkedly froa one year 

to the next. In sons years profits were very very pood. but in others they 

uere terrible. However, by creative accounting. the aanaqers were able to 

saooth out their reported earnings. takinp capitol pains and underreservinq in 

bad years. and overly strenqtheninp reserves during pood years. The result was 

a record of which the CEO was proud. for when pood years and bad years were 

aversped. the Reckless Conpany’s yearly return on equity was a stunning 28%. 

The Csreful Company. wos by contrast less oppressive but more predictable. 
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It attempted to ninimita its risk. eetlnated its losses conservatively and 

consistently, and recwnized capitol gains only as an incidental consequence of 

occasionally restructuring it6 investment portfolio. The consequence WOS a 

return on equity that averaged 1% -- a few points better In some years, a feu 

points worse in others. 

Nou the CEO of the Reckless Compsny paid little attention to hia rival 

until one aft&noon when tha*Careful Conpany’s annual report crossed his desk. 

He recalled. OS he picked up the report, that both companies hod been founded 

in the same year, with the sane initial capitalization. and both retained all 

their esrninpe. “It’s really npt nice to pioat.” he thought to hirreelf OS he 

turned to tha financials. Suddenly he stiffened. “How con this be?” he asked 

hinself. astonished at uhat he had found. For before bin. with supporting data 

that resisted all denial, was the inconceivable: des’pite its lower annual 

return, the Careful Company’s net worth nou exceeded the Recklesa’s. and by a 

conelderable nargin. 

Nou thio story. like Aesop’6 fable of the tortoise and the hare, has an 

tuportant moral. Gut first let’s look at the data that etsrtled the Reckledi 

Coq~any’s CEO [Exhibit 21. Here are the annual returns for the Careful Conpany 

and the Reckless Conpany for selected years. The return on equity 18 

calculated on an economic basis, but recall that over a nulti-year period GARP, 

statutory. and econonic neoeures of return vi11 converge. Exhibit 3 ShOU6 tha 

yearly net uorth of oath conpany over the full thirty-year period. At the end 

of thirty years the Careful Conpany’s net worth clearly exceads the Reckless 

Conpany’e. but the differance is noticeable after only four or six years. The 

CEO’s question 18 pertinent: hou can this be, since the Racklass Conpany’s 

annual return on equity avertied 6X battar than that of the Careful Conpony? 

Nou 50110 readars nay uonder uhathsr this exaple has been riwed in SOM 
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YOY. For example. they nay recall that neither firn paid stockholder 

dividends, or note in Exhibit 3 thst for both firns good and bad years 

alternate one after the other. Rut in fact, neither dividends or the lo&h of 

the underwriting cycle is crucial to this areapls. Introducing theea 

corrplexities would obscure the end result but not fundaaentally alter it. 

Readers uho are still not convinced are invited to spend ten alautos with a 

apraadsheet to verify it for thenselves. 

The real answer liee in the difference between n!amudm and ~QEOSU& 

pcputb. I was recently reninded of this difference by a friend who invested a 

considarable sua in the stock market tuo years ago. Uhen I asked hln how hte 

noney uas doing, he proudly reported, “Uell, I lost 50% the first year, but I’n 

up 100% this year, so ny avarage return is 25X. which isn’t bad at all.” Now 

althouph my friend had correctly calculated his overage return, he ipnored an 

inportant fact: if each 8100 that he invested had fallen in value to $50 aftar 

one year, the second year’s return of 100X merely brought its value back up 

fron this louer base to its initial value of a100. Since he ended with tha 

sone anount with which he began. the conpound growth rote of his investnnt w 

actually zero. 

The fact that the Reckless Conpany had the hfpher averape return was 

sinilarly irrelevant. Uhat was crucial to the outcone was its capital pro&h 

rate, which was reduced by the coapany’e hlah risk. The Careful Coa~aay, by 

effectively nanaping its risk. was therefore able to prow faster than the 

Reckless Conpony. despite the latter’s hipher averape return. Thus. 

v in raturn -- has no effect on a mv vs 
averane vopclr 
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This point is eo important that it dsservss a noi-4 conplots denonstration. 

illustrated in Exhibit 4. Suppose that sach line on the table rsprssents a 

dif fersnt insurance company. and that for each conpany pood years and bad years 

ara equally probable. Each company’s return on aquity in bad years i8 shoun in 

ths first colum. and its return on pood ysars in ths sscond colunn. Rll these 

conponies have ths mm4 yearly expected or averaU4 return of 15%. as shoun in 

colunn three. Colum four shous the diffsrsnce or “spread” bstuesn good years 

and bad ysars -- a crud4 neasure of risk. Ths last colunn shous the resulting 

capital prouth rate -- the long-run rata at uhich sach company’s not worth will 

fJf0”. 

Uhat is crucial here is that all the companIas have the 4414 yearly 

expected return. But only for the first conpany. which has no risk at all, is 

the long-run prouth rats of surplus idsntical to ths yearly expected rate. fIri 

w pa down the table to conpanisa uith prsater risk. the lonp-run grouth rate 

docrea688. and sventuaZly becomes negative. Thi4 fact ts shown in Exhibit 5, 

whom each company’s lonp-run qroUth rats Is plottsd sgalnst its rjsk. crudely 

neasured by the hiph-lou spread. 

Nou hsre’s uhy all this 18 80 inportant. I began by explaining hou 

conventional accountinq prodisposes managers to questlon the value of 

ssa4t/liability nanaqaaont and asked hou they night nonstheless be persuaded of 

its uorth. Ths answer I’ve prOpo64d rssts upon the prerrise that their 

objectivs is to naxiaite the rate at uhich their corrpany’s surplus or net uorth 

Ql-OUS. If that Is so. then these oxanplss derronstrats that risk rsducss that 

rate of pro&h. 

the rat4 at~w Over a series8 -- & 

-- * t ser* at m to a w 
(. 
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ftlthough this point 16ay not 66em very oripinsl to those uho are already 

convinced, it ha5 one further inplicstion to uhich I vi11 return later on. In 

the neantiAe. let 165 turn to the second question I’ve posed. 

LITIFS SHOULD BE JW@&Q2 

fi fact nearly aluays neplected by proponent5 of a55et/liability aanapeaent 

is that the conventional balance sheet for a company may not fully reflect its 

real aS6ets and liabiliti56. To 660 uhy. let’s look at the balance sheet of a 

hypothetical P/C conpany’ [Exhibit 61. On January 1 of - year this company 

urites $I??00 of preaiuns. for uhich It is paid a fsw day6 later, and every y5ar 

it ha6 incurred 106665 of a708 and expenses of $388. (All numbers are in 

thousands. by the way.) This balance sheet is for January 1. On the liability 

side, the company has an unearned preniun reserve of 11000 for the polici5s it 

jU6t urots, and a 1066 r565rv6 from prior years’ incurred losses. since its 

loss payout curve extend6 over ten or 60 yoar6. It5 net uorth is 8588. On the 

asset side it ha6 preniuma receivable of $1868 for the policies just uritten. 

bond6 uith a book value of *1186. and cash of #784. 

Nou it 60 happen6 that this conpany’s balance sheet is perfectly immunized 

-- that is. fully protectsd against intsrest rate risk. Ue can 6ee this in tuo 

uays . First. if ue look at the discounted balancs sheet at the botton of 

Exhibit 6. uhich shous present valuas rather than nominal ones, ue 6e5 that the 

present value of the re65rv56 on the liability 6id6 just equal6 the corbined 

value of the receivables and bonds on the asset side, and net uorth is offset 

by cash. Second, if ue look at the actual cash flow themselves over tine, as 

shown in Exhibit 7. ue 6ee that the positive net cash flous fron investnent 

(bonds and receivables, but not cash) exactly match the negative net cash flou6 
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from underwriting. These undsrwriting cash flow6 include payment6 from the 

1066 r66*rva, expected payments from future incurred losses and expenses on the 

policies just written, and premium receipts. Uhsn future c%6h inflows arc 

perfectly matched to future cash outflows, 8s in this cass: the balance sheet 

16 perfectly protected not only ugainst general up or doun changes in interest 

rates. but al60 spainst twists in the yield curve. 

There are tuo problem6 here that 1’11 just mention but not discusa. One 

is that underwriting cash flows arc) not perfectly predictable. The timing and 

nagnitude of premium, loss. and expense paynsnts can only be approximated. 

Consequently, immunization can likeulse be only approximate. The second is 

that immunizing the uhole balance sheet may not be ssnsible, since this 

raqulres that surplus be Invested in short-term (and norrsally low-yielding) 

66CUriti66. (This problem is obscured here. since I’ve assumsd a flat yield 

curve.) Investing corporate surplus in securities with longer durations would 

increase investment income but involve some risk. But the uhole point of 

s6set/liability management ie to choose an appropriate trade-off between risk 

and return. not to avoId risk sntlrely. 

The more serious problen that I do want to discuss is that this company’s 

balance sheet is nisleadinp. Here 16 a company that has immunized its balance 

sheet to protect its net worth fron interest rate risk, and the discounted 

balance sheet shous it6 net uorth to be $704. But remenber that 

a66et/liability management deals with the real acononlc value of a company’s 

assets and liabilities. I6 1780 this company’6 d net uorth? There is a 

simple uay to find out. Ask yourself hou much you uould be wlllin~ to pay to 

i%CqUire this company. If you ara like me. it uould be mor6 than 6704. 

Uhy? Because t704 is what the company uould be uorth gnlv if it uere 

B and sold no more insurance. In fact, housvsr. it Is an ongoing 
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concern with prospective future earnings that you and I would value in addition 

to the assets and liabilities already on its books. %ppose we valued those 

future earnings at, say. 5200. If YO then acquired this hypothetical company 

for 5900, we would add its assets and liabilitie5 to those of our oun conpany. 

But we would also add to the assets on our balance sheet. (15 goodwill. the $400 

difference between what ue paid for the corspany and Its nominal net uorth. 

Half of this goodwill uould reflect the prospective earnings fron business 

already on its books: the additional $204 in net worth that we found uhen we 

discounted the conpany’s balance sheet. But the other half would represent the 

value we placed on business the conpany has not yet written. This value is 

real. The irony 16 that it doesn’t appear on a balance sheet unless the 

company is acquired. 

There is an important choice here. Uhat assets end liabilities do we 

nanape? Do we manepe only those that show up on a conventional balance sheet. 

and thereby treat the company a6 if it were ~011-5~ to liquidate? Or do we also 

take into account the hidden assets and liabilities that reflect the company’6 

value a5 a going concern? 

This choice has inportant consequences for a66et/liability management. 

Let me show why. Suppose ue opted to treat this hypothetical conpany a6 a 

poinp concern, and reconstructed its balance 6hO6t to reflect. say, three 

additional years of business not yet written. This result is shown in Exhibit 

a. On the noninal balance sheet at the top, receivable preniuns increase by 

63000, a6 do66 the unearned preniun reserve. Nominal net worth therefore 

renains unchanped. But the discounted values of these two itens. show at the 

bottom of the exhibit, are different. The unearned premium reserve number now 

reflects only the discounted value of the Oxpscted future losses and expenses 

associated with the three future years of bu6ine6S. while the discounted 
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preniuns receivable now includes the present value of the three yearz) of 

premium paynents. Since these discounted future premium are uorth lrfora than 

the additional discounted losses and expenses. net worth goes up as uell. Note 

that I’ve left the investnent portfolio, bonds and cash, unchanged. If we opt 

to treat the company as a poing concern then this augmented balance sheet, or 

one sinilar to it. becomes the basis for asset/liability nanagensnt. 

Nou let’s look at the practical coneequcnces of treating the firm a6 an 

onpoin~ concern. Recall that the original balance sheet. which reflected the 

liquid&Ion value of the fira. uas immunized: cash flows from underwriting 

were exactly matched by those from investnent. But the cash flotm implicit in 

this augrented balance sheet. shoun on Exhibit 9. are striklnply different. 

Net cash flou from underuriting is nou zero for the next three years. because 

the expected preaiuns froa neu business just equal the expected paynents fron 

the lose reserve, for neu expansas. and for newly incurred losses. 

The important consequence of treating the firn ae an ongoing concern is 

that the new balance sheet is no longer innunized. for underwriting and 

lnvestnent cash flous are markedly oisnatched. The duration or naturity 

structure of the investnent portfolio is nou too short relative to insurance 

assets and liabilities. The degree of nisnatch uould be even preater had ue 

included nore than just three years of future business. 

firm am if it uere UuUuWna. or trw it a5 an vrn. If we 

*eat thn firm ai3 an -m its current b&nn~.~ 

and l- not vet 

ets and wties are not r-w 

hr currant account c0nventions.n the firwed. W 

less real ggg are refw in the firn’s market valun,. In penaral, 
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treating the firm as an ongoing concern requires an investment portfolio uith a 

longer duration than would otherwise be the case. 

I say “in general” because the effect of interest rate changes on net 

uorth is more complicated when we are considering expected cash flous from 

future business. The reason is that when interest rates change. management 

vi11 respond in uays that change these expected future cash flows. Uhen 

interest rates go down. so do insurance profits. Management vi11 therefore 

tend to respond to a fall in rates by increasing the preaiun on that future 

business, and this response uill change the future cash flows. &en 

to future business. then. the relationshio betwsen interest rates and net worfh 

in ho lamer sjnole. Chaws in interest rates will oroduce a nae 

-se that will in turn alter the future cash flous, However, the 

management response will itself depend on what their regulators, customers, and 

competing firms are doing at the sane time. The relationship of interest rates 

to net worth is therefore much more complicated. 

None of this 15 neus to life companies, by the way. A few years ago their 

cash flow projections and carefully managed balance sheets uere throun into 

total disarray uhen interest rates rose. Their customers suddenly found 

thenselves able to borrow the cash value of their life insurance policies at 4X 

interest and invest it in CD’s et much higher rates. Cash flow prod ect ions 

ignored this likely responss to higher rates only at considerable peril to the 

conpanies affected. 

flow nioht themselves chqnp9 as namgws. cuwtitors t-m 
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wrest rates and other 

ad. asset/liabilitv manaoenent can assist not onlv rn reducing risk. but 

also in develmina strateoies the aive mananement maximum flexibility in 

Until recently, asset/liability management has been applied principally to 

pension funds and to certain life company operaflons. As a ccmsequence, much 

of what’s been written on the subject gives the impression that asset/liability 

management consists in adapting a bond portfolio to a given set of liabilities 

so as to control interest rate risk. For property-casualty companies this 

impression is misleading on three counts. First, asset/liability management 

requires dealing with other risks besides interest rate risk. Second, it 

applies as much to equities as to bonds. Third, it requires managing 

liabilities as well as managing assets. Let’s take each of these in turn. 

First, asset liability management must deal with more that just interest 

rate risk. As we’ve already seen, a company’s capital growth rate is 

influenced by the magnitude of its overall business risk. fHthough interest 

rate risk may well be one of the most important conponents of business risk, it 

15 by no means the only one. Consequently, a company that wishes to maximize 

its capital grouth rats has a compelling reason to deal as effectively as it 

can with all sources of risk. Indeed. you may have noticed that everything 

I’ve stated so far applies to any kind of risk whatever, not just to interest 

rate risk. A company that manages its assets end liabilities only with regard 

to interest rats risk is thereby foregoing a valuable opportunity. 

But more is at stake here than just lost opportunity. Managing only ens 

kind of risk may in fact increase the sensitivity of a company’s balance sheet 
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to other kinds of risk. To see why, let’s return to our hypothetical P/C 

company and, to make things simple, let’s look only at its expected 

underwriting cash flows for business already written. shown on Exhibit IQ. 

This is the same cash flow profile we saw before in Exhibit 6. 

When a company estimates its incurred losses. it Implicitly assumee a 

certain rate of inflation by which claln costs uill increase before they are 

ultimately settled. This assumed rate of inflation ip1 therefore already built 

in to its estimated loss reserve. But if the rate of inflation increases, oo 

will expected settlement costs. Exhibit 10 shows what will happen to 

underwriting cash flows if there is a change in the rate of inflation. Ue call 

this “adverse lose development.” In the 1970’s, property-casualty companies 

learned the hard way that such adverse loss development resulting from 

inflation is just as damaginp to its financial performance as interest rate 

risk. 

Now if the world were simple. so that interest rates always rose or fell 

in perfect harmony with the inflation rate, there would be a simple solution to 

this problem. In such a simple world one could construct a bond portfolio that 

would immunize a company’s balance sheet against && Interest rate risk and 

inflation risk. For reasons I won’t explain here, such a bond portfolio would 

have a shorter duration than would net Insurance liabilities. 

The trouble is that the world is not that sinple. filthough interest rates 

and the inflation rate are related, this relationship is by no means perfect. 

There are leads and lags and gaps between one and the other. The consequence 

is that in this real world the bond oortfolic that is ideal for orotectino the 

balance sheet aaainst interest rate risk mav fail to orotect it against 

inflation risk. During some historical periods, immunizing against interest 

rate risk would have increased balance sheet sensitivity to inflation risk. 
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One such period was the late 1970’5, when the inflation rate increased much 

faster than did interest rates. 

This doesn’t mean that protecting a company’s balance sheet aQainSt 

interest rate risk is e bad idea. It mearts that asset/lfabL1 

pw t c ncern t 1 it rtion r&k. for 

examole, Asset/liabilitv manment nust oo beyond interest rate risk. 

So how do we go about doing that? How, for example. could our 

hypothetical company protect itself apainat adverse loss development from 

unexpected changes in the rate of inflation7 Here is where eauities have an 

important role in asset/liability management. Equities are far more diverse 

than bonds in their response to changes in the economy. This makes them better 

instruments than bonds for coping with other sources of risk -- like inflation 

-- that are only imDerfsctly correlated with changes in interest rates. 

The principle involved is the same, &ether one Is choosinp bonds or 

stocks. I like to call it the “teeter-totter principle,” for reasons that 

should be evident from Exhibit 11, where I’ve applied it to interest rate risk. 

In this illustration interest rates are seated on one aide of the 

teeter-totter. fisscts and liabilities are seated on the other side, at a 

distance from the fulcrum that corresponds to their durations (a measure of the 

sensitive of their market value to changes in interest rates). If interest 

rates go up, as in the illustration. the economic value of both assets and 

liabilities will po down by an amount that depends on their distance from the 

fulcrum. If, as shown hare. assets are further from the fulcrum (have a longer 

duration) than liabilities. their value will go down further than will the 

value of liabilities, producing an economic loss to the company. The way to 
: 

minimize the risk of such a loss is to keep assets and liabilities seated close 

together, so that their economic values are squally sensitive to a rise or fall 

-717- 



in interest rates. 

Now let’s get back to inflation risk. The teeter-totter principle applies 

here as well, as shown in Exhibit 12. In this case, the economic value of 

liabilities rises with increased inflation, since we’re holding interest rates 

constant but increasing future loss payments to reflect greater inflation. But 

this consequence can be offset by having specific assets whose value likewise 

increases with the rate of inflation. In Exhibit 12 I’ve divided assets into 

two parts: equities whose value rises with inflation. and other assets whose 

value falls. In this case, the combined change in asset values equals the 

inflation-induced change in the value of liabilities. In effect, this company 

has used its equity portfolio to immunize its balance sheet against the risk of 

adverse loss development resulting from unexpected inflation. Note, however. 

that not just any equity portfolio will serve this purpose. The portfolio nuet 

consist of particular equities -- perhaps energy stocks and real estate -- 

selected specifically for this purpose. 

In urinciole. then. azuitv portfolio can be a conservative conoonent af 

r ’ an 

soeciflc sources of business risk, In practice, this means that an 

equity portfolio should not be selected solely with an eye to its expected 

return. What nust also be considered is the degree to which this equity 

portfolio reduces or magnifies the company’s overall business risk from changes 

in interest rates, the inflation rate. and other factors as well. 

The idea of investing in equities in order to w overall risk may at 

first see” somewhat unusual. But it is consistent with the fact that differd 

risks are not necessarilv addid. Selling umbrellas, for example, is risky: 

no rain, no profit. Selling sunglasses is likewise risky, since sales vary 

with the aaount of sunshine. But combining the two activities into a single 



enterprise is less risky than either one taken separately. Jhus. whether or 

not a Darticular activity or investment -- lina umbrellas or buvino eouw 

-- IS riskv dsoends umn what ather activities or invbents are reflectccisn. 

E comanv’s balance sheet. 

My final. point is that this conclusion applies to liabilities as well as 

to assets. The extent to wh:ch a particular line of business adds to overall 

corporate risk depends in part on what other lines of business are present as 

well. lliversification among multiple lines of business does not necessarily 

reduce risk. just as selling umbrellas and ~a is hardly less risky than 

selling either separately. The aim of asset/liability nanagenent consists in 

part of examining alternative mixes to determine their impact on the company’s 

capital growth rate. In short, its ain must be efficient diversification. 

IV. QJg,g us1oy 

I began by posing three questions seldom discussed by proponents of 

asset/liability nanagenent, and I’ve now reached three main conclusions. 

First. even from the perspective of managers who adhere to conventional 

accounting measures of net uorth and profitability, asset/liability management 

is worthwhile because measuring and controlling exposure to risk increases a 

company’s capital growth rate -- the rate at which its net worth increases over 

time. I? company with a high average return on equity, if it fails to manage 

risk, increases its surplus at a slower rate than a company with a lower 

average return but less risk. Although this effect shows up clearly in the 

long run. it is noticeable even over a period of four to six years. Second, in 

conducting asset/liability management it is important to visw a company as an 

ongoing concern and therefore to take into account assets and liabilities that 

normally do not appear on a company’s balance sheet. Although these assets and 



liabilities reflect business not yet written, they era nonetheless real, for 

they are reflected in the market value of the firm. In taking these hidden 

assets and liabilities into account. asset/liability nanageFient must allow for 

management responses to future changes in interest rates. inflation, and other 

variables, and can assist nanapenent in designing strategies that have maximun 

flexibility. Third, asset/liability management must go beyond interest rate 

risk. It must deal with adverse loss development resulting from inflation, and 

with other sources of risk as well. To address these other risks it must deal 

with equities as well as with bonds, for a properly-constructed equity 

portfolio can reduce risk as well as increasing return. It must likewise deal 

with the company’s insurance line-of-business nix. so as to achieve efficient 

diversification of risk. 

To fully accomplish its aim of increasing a company’s capital growth rats. 

asset/liability management cannot deal pieceneal with particular investments or 

particular lines of business. for separate risks ape not necessarily additive. 

Whether or not a particular line of business or a particular investment 

increases or decreases overall business risk depends upon what other assets and 

liabilities are present on the company’s balance sheet. f? balance sheet must 

therefore be managed as an overall portfolio of Interdependent risks. The aim 

of asset/liability management is then to assist in designing that balance sheet 

portfolio so that its overall conbination of risk and return will maximize the 

achievable rate of capital growth. 
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TADLE 1: LONG-TERN GROWTH RATE RESULTING FROM TARGET EXPECTED RETURN 
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E4LANCE SIEET FOR A HYPOTHETICAL P/C COWANY 

FUTURE YEAR; COUNTED: 
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BALANCE SHCET FOR A HYPOTHETICAL P/C COf'lPANY 
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CASH FLOWS IMPLIED BY BALANCE SHEET 
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